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Abstract 
Communication can be understood as the set of relations between two people interacting. Between 
learners and teachers, the relationship is induced by a situation of communication teaching-learning.  
In this constructivism theory, Chevallard and Charlot [1,2] make the hypotesis that learning requires a 
factor commonly underestimated: the “relation with learning”. This study surveys the impact of the 
“relation with learning” of pupils under a situation of communication teaching-learning. The evolution of 
conceptions among learners had been studied in parallel of pedagogical method proposed by teacher. 
The necessity to change the conceptions in scientific learning is claimed by Giordan’s allosteric model 
and KVP model of Clement [3,4].   
We surveyed and compared qualitatively a population of primary school pupils (n = 24), high school 
pupils (n= 25), and university students (n= 20) about a usual topic (blood circulation). One 
questionnaire enabled to determine a set of relations with learning profiles. Besides, another 
questionnaire for identifying the conceptions was distributed one month before the learning sequence 
(phase 1), and again one month after the learning sequence (phase 2) and once again six months 
after the learning sequence (phase 3). In parallel, the pedagogical method for each teaching sequence 
were defined using Bell criteria [5]. 
Our first results show that two factors are correlated, like shown in our quantitative last research on 
gymnasium pupils [6]: utilitarian profile (U) and pleasure profile (P) both improve in the short run the 
evolution of the scientific conceptions in phase 2. Moreover, these data show same results for phase 3 
for primary school pupils, university students and partly for high school pupils. Nevertheless, few 
conceptions decline between phase 2 and phase 3, specially for high school and primary school 
pupils. Analysis of different pedagogical methods used in this study shows that inquiry methods 
proposed for primary school and high school pupils and transmissive/explicit method proposed for 
university students are not correlated with a better elaboration of conceptions.  Moreover, university 
students have more elaborated their conceptions in phase 3 than other scholar pupils. 
We can propose that independantly of pedagogical methods, “resonance” of learner with learning 
defined in partly by his “relation with learning” would be an important factor to create good conditions 
of communication under a situation teaching-learning. 
 

1. Introduction 
Two models who match together explain changing of conceptions: Clement’s KVP model [4] and 
Giordan’s allosteric model [3]. In the KVP model, conceptions (C) result from the interaction between 
scientific knowledge (K), values (V) and social practices (P). In Giordan’s allosteric model, changing of 
conceptions comes from an efficient didactical environment [7]. In this model, knowledge, skills and 
meta-knowledge are important to create this efficient environment.  
Pedagogical methods and especially inquiry methods are often proposed in training sequence, 
because of expected efficiently in scientific learning. Nevertheless, Bell and his collaborators [5] 
describe different levels of inquiry methods: confirmation inquiry, structured inquiry, guided inquiry and 
open inquiry. These levels depend of implication of learner in inquiry method as an actor of his 
knowledge increase. 
Beside this, Charlot [4,8], Caillot [9,10], Chevallard [1] have investigated the “relation with learning” of 
learners. From a theoretical point of view, this concept allows a new vision on didactical situations. It 
means that one cannot enter in the learning without mobilizing at the same time the relation he has 
with learning. Our last researches have shown a relationship between learning relation and scientific 
conceptions on pupils in gymnasium school [6]. 
Our research surveys the impact of the “relation with learning” of pupils under a situation of 
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communication teaching-learning. The evolution of conceptions among learners had been studied in 
parallel of pedagogical method proposed by teachers. Does the “relation with learning” change or 
modify scientific conceptions according to pedagogical method proposed? 
 

2. Methodology 
 

2.1Surveyed sample: 
Our study focuses on three different classrooms: 24 primary school pupils (10 years old), 25 high 
school pupils (15 years old) and 20 students at university (21 years old). Data were gathered 
according to diagnostic assessments by collecting initial conceptions two months before the learning 
training (T1). The same kind of data was then collected one month after the learning training (T2) and 
four months after learning sequence (T3). The learning training concerns blood circulation: It 
corresponds to guided inquiry methods for primary school, structured inquiry methods for high school 
pupils and transmissive method for students at university. 
Initial, second and third conceptions were collected from schemas and opened questions such as 
“Draw where the blood in your body is and explain what it is used for “and “Draw the interior of the 
heart and explain what is it used for”. Relation with learning was collected before the initial 
conceptions. The relation of learning was collected from specific questions as proposed by Charlot [8], 
Montandon and Osiek [11]. 
Pedagogical methods were defined according to Bell’s criteria for inquiry methods [5]: confirmation 
inquiry (no implication of learner), structured inquiry (few implication of learner), guided inquiry (more 
implication of learner) and open inquiry (total implication of learner) 
 

2.2 Data processing: 
Results are gathered in double-entry tables indicating the correlation between level of elaboration of 
conceptions (decline, sustain or elaboration) and their relation with learning (R, I, T, U or P) between 
T1 (before the learning training) -T2 (after learning training) and between T1 (before the learning 
training) -T3 (few months after learning training). In parallel, graphics show profiles learning of pupils 
in decline, sustain or elaboration (in number of pupils) according to learning relation. Pupils were 
classified according to their relation with learning as described by Montandon and Osiek [11], leading 
to the following profiles:  
- R (educational system is rejected); 
- T (Tourist: pupils go to school only for fun); 
- I (Intermediate: school is viewed as useful and pleasant); 
- U (utilitarian: school is viewed as useful for their future); 
- P (pleasure: learning is a pleasure independently of its usefulness).  
 

3. Results 
 

3.1 Impact of “relation with learning” under a situation of communication teaching-
learning for primary school pupils 
 
 
First of all, the results (Fig.1.T1-T2) show that more than half pupils change their conceptions towards 
an elaboration. Less of half pupils keep their initial mis-conceptions (sustain) and no pupils are in 
decline profile. Moreover, pupils in elaboration have got especially a P profile. Fig.1.T1-T3 show that 
conversely more than half pupils keep their mis-conceptions (sustain), two pupils are in decline but 
several pupils stay in elaboration. P profile is privilege again in phase T1-T3 to stay in elaboration 
profile.  
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Figure 1: Number of primary school pupils with evolution of conceptions in decline, sustain or 
elaboration for T1-T2 or T1-T3 in function of their profiles with learning relation. 

 

3.2 Impact of “relation with learning” under a situation of communication teaching-
learning for high school pupils 
 
First of all, the results (Fig.2.T1-T2) show that more than half pupils change their conceptions towards 
an elaboration. Less of half pupils keep their initial mis-conceptions (sustain) and no pupils are in 
decline profile. Moreover, pupils in elaboration have got specially a I or U profiles. Fig.2.T1-T3 show 
that conversely more than half pupils keep their mis-conceptions (sustain), no pupils are in decline but 
few pupils stay in elaboration. Only U profile is privilege in phase T1-T3 to stay in elaboration profile. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Number of high school pupils with evolution of conceptions in decline, sustain or elaboration 
for T1-T2 or T1-T3 in function of their profiles with learning relation. 
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3.3 Impact of “relation with learning” under a situation of communication teaching-  
learning for College students  
First of all, the results (Fig.3.T1-T2) show that more than half students change their conceptions 
towards an elaboration. Less of half students keep their initial mis-conceptions (sustain) and no 
students are in decline profile. Moreover, students in elaboration have got especially a P profile. 
Fig.3.T1-T3 show that more than half students stay still in elaboration. No students are in decline and 
few students keep their mis-conceptions with sustain profile. P profile is privileged in phase T1-T3 to 
stay in elaboration profile. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Number of students with evolution of conceptions in decline, sustain or elaboration for T1-T2 
or T1-T3 in function of their profiles with learning relation 

 

4. Discussion-Conclusion 
Our last study [6,12], showed with significant data on gymnasium pupils a correlation between the 
relation with learning profiles and the level of elaboration of conceptions: U/P profiles have a better 
elaboration of conceptions during training sequence and Utilitarian (U) and Pleasure (P) profiles are 
the best profiles to enter in an elaboration of conceptions hence in learning. 
This new study shows, that number of pupils with elaboration of conceptions at primary and high 
school, decrease in T3 in comparison with T2 phase. We could explain this result by regression in 
learning probably because the students have forgotten. Maybe pedagogical methods (guided inquiry 
methods and structured inquiry method) were not sufficient to really change sustainable all pupils’ 
conceptions between T2 and T3. Nevertheless, we observe an important number of pupils remaining 
in elaboration profile in T3 phase, especially for U/P profiles. We have yet shown that U/P profiles are 
privileged to elaborate scientific conceptions in T2 for gymnasium pupils; so these results confirm our 
last analysis also for primary and high school pupils and show the same result in T3 phase. But, a 
more significant study should really confirm these first data. For high school pupils, the decrease of 
elaboration for P profile in T3, could be explain by a pedagogical method not in resonance for these 
pupils or values are not significant. Actually, in this classroom half of pupils have got I profile and half 
U/P profiles, against other levels studied (with P profiles) and against our last research who showed 
that U profile is dominant. 
The analysis of students’ learning profiles shows a difference with primary and high school pupils’ 
learning profiles. Indeed, elaboration profiles of students do not decrease in T3. We even observe an 
increase but weak population studied is no significant to show a real increase. Nevertheless, these 
data show that pedagogical method (transmissive method) could sufficient to change conceptions of 
students in the long run. Moreover, all students (except one) have P profiles. Maybe this relation with 
learning influences the sustainable changing of scientific conceptions on condition that learners would 
be in resonance with learning. 
Finally, independently of pedagogical method, we observe that “resonance” of learner with learning 
partly defined by his “relation with learning” would be an important factor to create good conditions of 
communication under a situation teaching-learning. Maybe the “resonance”, more than pedagogical 
method, is the key to enter in communication in a situation of teaching-learning and so to enter in 
scientific learning. 
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